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 THE ROAD OUT
 ABBAS KIAROSTAMI'S VIEWS OF THE INFINITE
 The Wind Will Carry Us, the

 latest film by acclaimed

 Iranian director Abbas

 Kiarostami to be released in

 the U.S., leads off with a

 journey up a winding road. A

 documentary film crew from

 Tehran has come to a

 remote hilltop village in

 Kurdistan to record the elab

 orate mourning ritual that will

 follow the death of a village

 elder. The film crew's suc

 cessful completion of their

 assignment depends on the

 village elder dying—some

 thing that not only hasn't

 happened yet, but that the

 entire village is praying won't

 happen. It's a perverse wait

 ing game—a paean to

 Beckett's Waiting For Godot.

 As if to secure that allusion,

 there stands a single tree

 atop the high hill behind the

 town, in the middle of the

 cemetery, the only spot

 where the director can get a

 signal for his cell phone. Day

 after day, the filmmaker

 stalks the old lady's house,

 circles the miniscule village,

 and races up the hill to

 answer phone calls from his

 impatient supervisor in

 Tehran. He keeps company

 with the man who's digging a

 deep ditch in the side of the

 hill, because "they're going

 to put in fiber optic cables."

 When the hole collapses,

 almost burying the digger

 alive, it's not clear what

 exactly the culprit is: the

 advent of technology or the

 obsolescence of a lone man

 with a shovel. The film is a

 playing-out of contrasts:

 between modern and provin

 cial Iran, ritual and

 technology, living life and

 documenting life. The philo

 sophical theme of death as

 the dogged handmaiden of

 life, the solitary tree, the

 waiting game: they all link

 Kiarostami to Beckett, and

 link this new film to the rest

 of Kiarostami's work.

 It is Kiarostami's unflinch

 ing philosophical realism,

 ever evolving, that relates

 each of his films from the

 last thirty years, different

 though they may be, to one

 another. Critics have

 described The Wind Will

 Carry Us as a culmination of

 that trajectory. "Someone

 once said," notes

 Kiarostami, "that every film

 maker basically makes only

 one film in his lifetime, but

 he cuts it down and offers it

 in cinematic installments."

 There is a consistent archi

 tecture to Kiarostami's work:

 everything starts at dead

 center, and extends end

 lessly outward—as if to say,

 as long as you can identify

 the center, there are no lim

 its. In his narratives, a single

 conflict lies at the center; the

 story unfolds around it with

 the dramatic inevitability of

 daybreak. His sophisticated

 visual language is of that

 same architecture. Earth,

 rocks, grass, sky lie in per

 fect thirds or fourths,

 assuming a classical symme

 try. Trees or roads stand in

 the middle, marking a vanish
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 someone else is a torment. / Even when I am in a taxi looking out of the

 ing point that could easily be

 either a nucleus or a vortex.

 Kiarostami's actors (or non

 actors, as they often are)

 stand back from the camera,

 in a "vintage," almost early

 American framing. Eschewing

 the cheap intimacy of close

 ups, the characters have real

 physicality of presence and

 gesture. The pacing follows

 the gimpy insistence of real

 ism: speakers trip over each

 other's dialogue, conversa

 tions begin and end in

 ellipses. The natural light

 Kiarostami uses is what it is:

 beautiful one moment, obfus

 cating the next, as if the

 cinema had no influence over

 nature's fiat. Tiny towns

 emerge from the hills like

 birthmarks on the sweeping

 landscape. Even a scrawny

 tree becomes lord of a

 grassy slope by simple virtue

 of being the only tree there.

 In Kiarostami's 1997 film

 Taste of Cherry, which won

 the Palme D'Or at Cannes,

 Mr. Badie (our hero) spends

 an entire day in his Jeep, dri

 ving around the desiccated

 outskirts of a small city, try

 ing to convince someone to

 shovel dirt into the grave

 he's prepared for himself

 after he's committed suicide

 in it. Here, the attempt to

 somehow control what hap

 pens after death rivals the

 attempt to find a reason to

 live. Statistics claim that only

 one in thirteen suicides suc

 ceed, and Kiarostami has

 written in an artist's state

 ment that those who do suc

 ceed impart a message to

 those who survive: "Since

 you have chosen to stay, you

 have taken the responsibility

 to live better, and thus your

 life has to be better today."

 when he was so desperate

 and exhausted of options...

 this is a universal phenome

 non. Realities generate their

 own opposite and this must

 be viewed in a dialectical

 way. At the depth of sadness

 "Someone once said," notes Kiarostami,

 "that every filmmaker basically makes only

 one film in his lifetime, but he cuts it down

 and offers it in cinematic installments."

 Mr. Badie's motives are baf

 fling, as incomprehensible,

 at some level, as the act of

 suicide itself. But the film's

 central idea rises up around

 him: seeking death is look

 ing for life's meaning. Says

 Kiarostami, "He came to dis

 cover that life is beautiful

 one seeks happiness and at

 the height of happiness one

 has to court the reality of

 sadness." Again, the image

 is symmetrical: death lies to

 one side, life to the other,

 and through the center runs

 the winding road.
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 MIXING THE MEDIA
 window, I put everything in a frame. This is the way I see painting.

 painter, Kiarostami has con

 tinued to paint and, more

 recently, begun taking pho

 tographs in addition to

 filmmaking—it's yet another

 way of seeing the world

 through a frame. On the dif

 ference between film and

 photography, Kiarostami

 says, "Photography is some

 thing mysterious and

 sentimental, while images in

 THIS PAGE, TOP: Untitled (#90),
 2000. BOTTOM: Still from the

 film Where is the Friend's Home?,

 Iran, 1987. OPPOSITE, TOP:

 Untitled (#48), 2000. OPPO

 SITE, BOTTOM: Still from the

 film And Life Goes On, Iran, 1992.

 motion declare their inten

 tions too explicitly. ... For

 me, to create a continuity

 while remaining immobile is

 more creative and diverse."

 Last summer, Kiarostami's

 photographs were on exhibi

 tion for the first time in Italy,

 France, and in New York at

 the Andrea Rosen Gallery.

 His photographs incorporate

 the same essential subjects

 and visual architecture as

 the films, but there are no

 figures and no narrative.

 Simple landscapes shot with

 a 35mm camera and a

 zoom, developed and

 printed large-format in a

 commercial lab in Tehran:

 this is work of a photogra

 pher who is far less

 interested in technical per

 fection than in a beautiful

 subject, the implied contem

 plation of nature, and a

 generous vision. Kiarostami

 buys his film at the local

 deli, merely "checking the

 expiration date." Colors vary

 from one edition to another.

 Close-up, the grain on the

 prints gets fuzzy and fat.

 The compositions them

 his landscapes, don't offer

 neat resolution. Taste of

 Cherry ends with Mr. Badie

 closing his eyes on the

 world, and then ends again

 with a sudden switch from

 film to video, shots of the

 film crew at work, Mr. Badie

 waiting off set and smoking

 a cigarette, Kiarostami

 instructing a group of extras

 to take a break. This irrever

 ent epilogue reminds us that

 what we've just seen was

 only a story. Under the Olive

 Trees suggests a happy end

 Happy endings, imposed sadness, gripping

 suspense, all "take the audience hostage"

 a practice Kiarostami flatly rejects.

 selves have almost no

 movement—they're all

 weighted to the center. Yet,

 as if that center were a pen

 dulum, you find yourself

 mesmerized by their serene,

 earthy beauty. The place

 is always Iran: from the

 Caspian Sea to Kurdistan.

 This is Iran as we in the

 West are unaccustomed

 to seeing it. Not the Iran of

 newsreels, Kiarostami's

 Iran is pastoral, volcanic,

 rocky, flat, mountainous,

 dipping, sweeping,

 extending, peaceful, hyp

 notically peaceful.

 Kiarostami's movies, like

 ing to its story of unrequited

 love, with a startling burst of

 happy music and a very long

 shot, but the distance of

 that shot defies the music.

 A happy ending isn't defini

 tive. Kiarostami's method of

 balancing several possible

 interpretations—some

 complementary, others con

 tradictory, each arguable, all

 entirely possible—is a

 nuanced offering instead of

 cleverly orchestrated ambi

 guity. Happy endings,

 imposed sadness, gripping

 suspense, all "take the audi

 ence hostage"—a practice

 Kiarostami flatly rejects. He
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 photography, and film—all interrelated and connected. —Abbas Kiarostami
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 "The world of each work, of each film recounts a new truth.

 In the darkened theater, we give everyone the chance to dream

 and to express his dream freely."

 sees his audience as a col

 laborator, a creative partner:

 "The world of each work, of

 each film recounts a new

 truth. In the darkened the

 ater, we give everyone the

 chance to dream and to

 express his dream freely."

 Consider just a few of the

 diverse elements that go

 into the production of a

 movie—light, sound,

 speech, genuflection and

 gesture, background, dra

 matic conflict and

 verisimilitude, expression

 and emphasis, actors, non

 actors, animals, extras,

 cloud shadows across the

 sun, dropped dialogue, ad

 libs, bad angles, tea cups

 crashing to the ground,

 story, music, rhythm, pac

 ing. . . . When a film really

 works, it's awe-inspiring. And

 the idea that somehow the

 audience is creatively com

 plicit seems remote. Less

 remote, however, is the

 impression that through his

 art Kiarostami is inviting us

 to share something that he

 found and made beautiful.

 Share: the fear of death,

 the blush of first love, the

 fascination of the unfamiliar,

 a stranger's capacity for

 compassion, and the solemn

 majesty of a snow-swept

 plain. —Minna Proctor

 FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:

 Still from the film Close Up,

 Iran, 1990; Untitled (#33),

 2000; Still from the film Close

 Up, Iran, 1990; Untitled (#34),
 2000.
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